
Wall Chart

Brady Restroom Rescue Machine
Restorative & Daily Cleaning

Some Icons Created By "Freepik"

Fill rescue machine with water from a janitors sink, bucket or using the available sink 
adapter hose.

Plug machine into a wall outlet, then prime the pump. Turn on the pump switch on the panel and 
then turn the selector switch on the back of the machine to the prime position and wait about 30 
seconds or until the pump changes pitch. Move selector back to the cleaning position.

Turn the selector dial to the soap position on the back of the machine. Use dusting/
blower system by hooking up the hose to the blower port on the back of the machine and 
the dusting nozzle to the wand. Dust all high areas and vents.

Remove large debris such as paper from restroom floor. Remove filled trash liner from the 
trash dispenser. Remove any fem/napkin trash liners and replace. Dust mop restroom floor 
with a 24" microfiber dust mop system (floor tool, handle and dust mop).

Prespraying with Split! Restorative Attach the solution hose to the machine and extend the hose to 
the farthest point in the restroom. Adjust to spray gun by pulling out on the nozzle and twist and 
adjust the nozzle for a "fan pattern" spray for even an lower splash solution distribution.

Spray toilets, urinals, and sinks with Split! always cleaning top down. Spray/clean doors, 
partitions, outside of dispensers (carefully), hand dryers and any other touch points in 
the restroom including mirrors (do last). Be careful of wall surfaces that maybe drywall.

For restoring grouted tile and difficult dirty floors, use a dual cylindrical brush machine or a 
standard floor machine (Camel) with brushes to agitate the stubborn soil so it can be 
removed with rinsing. You can also scrub with the brush tool.

Pressure Wash-Rinsing - Switch the selector on the back of the machine to rinse. Pull in the 
nozzle and twist the selector to stream. Rinse top down cleaning the inside of all fixtures and the 
floor thoroughly. Avoid dispensers with paper products choosing to wipe and dry with a 
microfiber cloth.

Squeegee and wipe down all vertical surfaces and fixtures including the mirrors
Hook up the vacuum hose to the back of the machine and use the wand and squeegee tool 
starting from the farthest corner picking up all the solution moving towards the drain.

Use your microfiber floor tool to mop up any left over solution/water on the floor. 
Replace/fill dispenser and paper products.
Check to see job is complete. Leave wet floor signs until completely dry.

Daily Cleaning with Brady Restroom Rescue Machine (RRM). 
1. Machine operation is the same. Changes are - Use Split! Non-Detergent Cleaner at 4
ounces per gallon through the RRM. Clean all touch points, toilets, urinals and sinks.

Spray the floor and scrub where necessary with the brush tool. The task using the RRM as daily 
cleaner should be a significantly quicker task. Be sure you have cleaned to a satisfactory level. 
Using the RRM gives you the ability to clean at a high level with much less fatigue.




